Abstract-A novel fast method for line segment extraction based on chain code representation of thinned sketches (or edge maps) is presented and exploited for Persian signature recognition. The method has a parallel nature and can be employed on parallel machines. It breaks the macro chains into several micro chains after applying shifting, smoothing and differentiating. The micro chains are then approximated by straight line segments. 'Length and position distributions of the extracted line segments are used to make a compact feature vector for Iranian cursive signature. The feature vector is invariant under affine transforms and can he used effectively in paperless office projects. Experimental results show fast response and accurate recognitiodretrieval rate.
I . INTRODUCTION
There are several low-level image primitives used in computer vision and scene analysis. One of the most useful primitives is elementary line segments (ELSs). A line segment as a primitive geometric object is frequently used in higherlevel processes such as object recognition, stereo matching, target tracking, image registration and also face recognition [I] . Different characteristics of line segments distribution can serve as useful features in image retrieval applications as well.
An edge map is generally created in the early states in most image understanding systems. Although the edge points could be connected on the basis of image connectivity, proximity and orientation, such a representation has limited use since it lacks the compact analytic description of image features required for any vision tasks. The desired description must also overcome the problems of noise and scatter in the position of edge pixels [Z].
Employing lineal features in an image instead of using edge poinu solely is noted widely in the literature [I] , [21, [31, [41, [5] , 161, [7] . Hough transform is formerly used for line detection. The main concept in this approach is based on voting, where local edges vote for all possible lines they are consistent with. The main advantage of this approach is that it enables us to.detect collinear edge points even though they are all isolated. The method is useful in noisy images when 0-7803-7651-x/03/$17.~ @mi -local information around edge pixels is unreliable or unavailable. Another advantage of this method is that it has a global nature because a voting score assigned to each detected line is tallied up by considering all the edge pixels lying on the line. However, there are several problem with this approach. It has a relatively expensive cost based on memory usage and computation time. It also arises the so-called connectivity problem, where illusionary lines composed of accidentally collinear edge pixels are falsely detected [3] Normalized central moments and skew and rotation invariant functions based on them have been used as powerful tools for shape description (see [13] This paper proposes a new fast method for line segment extraction and applies it to Persian cursive signature recognition. The input image is a thinned sketch or an edge map. The method has a parallel nature and can be used on parallel machines easily. It uses the chain codes in the input image, namely macro chains, for line segment detection. It then breaks the macro chains into several micro chains by employing the extreme points ofthe first derivative of shiftedsmoothed chain code function. The micro chains are then approximated by straight line segments. Length and position distributions of the line segments are combined to make a compact 80-entry feature vector. The feature vector is used for retrieving Persian signatures in a hypothetical paperless office. It has been compared with two other methods and showed an accuracy rate of more than 97%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section the proposed line segment and feature extraction method is described in detail. Section 3 exhibits the experimental results. Conclusions and further works are finally given in Section 4.
CHAIN-BASED LINE SEGMENT EXTRACTION (CBLSE)
In this section the details of the Chain-Based Line Segment Extraction (CBLSE) method are discussed. Figure I ):
I. Eliminating Chain Noise: noisy points which make the chain over oscillating is eliminated by median filtering (such as first peak in Figure I -b Although a polygonal approximation for the micro chain from (; to Qtl can be employed to obtain more line segments, experiments on many test data, carried out by the authors of this paper, showed that there is no significant improvement in the number of line segments by applying such polygonal approximation. In other words, there would be neither an objective nor a subjective significant difference in the final results by embedding such approximationslcomputations. Therefore the set {l;}, where 1; is the straight line segment connecting C to {;+l will be used as the line segments set of chain A;. The total collection of &'s, say L, is the line segment set of the imageisketch I .
The lengths of the line segments in L are rotation and translation invariant. Normalizing the length by maximum segment's length m a k s it scale invariant as well. In addition, the distance of each line segment's midpoint from the center of mass of the image is also rotation and translation invariant and the normalized one is scale invariant too.
For the purpose of Persian signature recognition, we employ these two principles to extract a discriminating and affine transforms invariant histogram. The histogram is made as follows. 
Q
For example, a line segment with normalized length equal to 0.83 and the normalized distance equal to 0.55 will be considered as a member of bin 57.
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. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We assumed an office with 50 employees and collected 50
Iranian cursive signatures (set P). Each signature in P was scanned with 300 dpi and then morphologically thinned. The histogram H was obtained off-line for each signature using the proposes method (Section 2). Next, we collected signatures from the same persons at another time (set &) and the histograms were obtained with the same stages. To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method, we applied all signatures in Q as queries while regarding P as signature models.
As an alternative method, we'constructed a 64-bin chain code histogram which is an extension of the 8-bin chain code histogram proposed in [IS] . Here we look at two-digit chain code sequences and count the number of similar blocks in the signature chain code. For example, the number of occurrences of the "00" bitstream in the code was counted in bin 1. Similarly, the frequency of the "27" bitstream was are invariant under rotation and the last one $7 is both skew and rotation invariant [ 131.
We used the evaluation method introduced in [22] with Manhattan-Cityblock (e,) distance to obtain a quantitative value for the recognition rate. The method is based on average scoring and gives the score I to exact findings (ranli I) and the score 0 when the~.signature we are looking for has the worst rank (SO in this case). Any other ranks have a score between 1 and 0, according to the position of the retrieved signature. Figure 2 shows some signatures in our test data. Banking systems can use the proposed approach for auto'-matic validation of signed documents. The approach can be tailored for sketch-based image retrieval. In the latter application, the user provides a sketched images and looks for similar images in an image database.
